
Roasting coffee is one 
of the easiest and least 
known kitchen hacks

I start by closing the kitchen door. cof-
fee roasting makes smoke and sets off 
fire alarms!

I roast on the stovetop with a Whirley-pop popcorn maker. the whirley-pop looks 
just like the cast iron gadgets people used in the 19th century to roast coffee.

you can mail order nice green coffee 
beans from a company called sweet 
maria’s in oakland. but you can some-
times buy green beans from your local 
roaster if you ask nicely.

pimping out your whirley-pop with a 
candy thermometer makes it easier to 
adjust the temp on the stove.
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measure out 8 ounces of green cof-
fee. this is the most you can put into a 
whirley-pop.

i recomend using a heat diffuser or a 
cast iron pan underneath your whir-
ley-pop.

pre-heat the whirley-pop to 400 degrees 
Farenheit. 

If you don’t have a thermometer just 
use a medium to low heat.

start cranking! and don’t stop! Listen and smell. if the heat is adjusted 
right, at around 6 minutes the beans should 
start to pop. This is called “first crack.”



if the temp dips below 300 degrees farenheit kick up the heat just a little bit. once you 
get to “first crack” you can stop for a light roast. 

as soon as you reach the desired roast, 
dump out the beans into a colander

head outside and dump the beans back and 
forth between the colander and a metal 
bowl. your goal is to blow off the “chaff” 
(a kind of husk that surrounds the bean). 
and don’t worry. you don’t have to get all 
of the chaff out.

freshly roasted beans outgass co2. the co2 keeps oxy-
gen out and your beans fresh. you can buy a special 
container with a valve or just store your beans in a 
mason jar with a slightly loose lid. enjoy!

keep roasting and the beans will lightly 
crack again. at “second crack” you’ve got 
an espresso roast.


